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Abstract
using Bakhtin's notion of heteroglossia as a basis
for appreciating the rich
opportunities the multiple voices of researchers and partüipants plesent,
we
posit that embodied heteroglossic spaces enhance the
iollaborative a/r/
tographic research project entitled 'The

I(eywords
alr/tography
embodied heteroglossic
spaces

city of Richgate' . working with visual, immigration

narrative, and performative forms of enquiry, contiguously aid.
separately,
identity
researchers and participants become a community
of inqiirers eigaged in practice-based
embodiedheteroglossic spaces that exist simultan oisty uniinter-coriorea[y
research
within the qualities of a variety of artistic languages and the vqriati.on
of these arts-based research
qualities as found in particular moments of ümà and,
space. Recognizing the

inter-corporeal nqture of our work extend.s Bakhtin,s notion
into a multimodql
(perhaps multilingual) conte?ct and offers lenses
for engaging in collaborative
research design and analysis.

Introduction
As a research team of visuar, narrative, and performing artists,
researchers,
and educators, studying immigration and idãntity within an
urban setting,
we understand and appreciate the rich comprexity that multipre perspectives and discrete disciplinary funds of knowredge ófIer large-teå,"r"u."h
projects. Developing the art of researching is a commitment
to continuaüy
shaping and reshaping our research practices. In this a¡ticre, we
use Russian
linguist Mikhail Balchtin's notion or heturoglossia (19g1) as a conceptual
frame to understand the juxtaposition of oir a/r/togrupúi"
fo..', of interpretation and representation. Heteroglossia is typically
about ,double-

voiced discourse' (Vice 2o0g: 19) as

it

a

expresses

the intention of the

character and the author. or the single discou¡se of a large community
and
the multiple discourses of a single community. while these juxtapositions
may be perceived as contradictory, heteroglossia thrives in the
simultaneity
that exists within the qualities of a variety of languages and thevariation
of
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nlomelts of time and space: thus lanthese qualities as found in particular
variable' Here we advance a slightly
guages are perceived as ùoth stable and
difemboùedheterogrossic spac¿s. The
diflerent notion or n.t"rããrorri" "u["a
embodied
of
nature
interdisciprinary
ference ries in the i"rc;;rp*;ar and
heteroglossic spaces.

description of 'The City of
This article begins with a background
and its concepa/r/tography
of
ni"ngul" project" fãilowed by a discuision
interpretation
to
lens
tual use of renderings as a åreative and analytical
render-

are key conceptual
and representation. Metaphor and metonym
a cono.rderstandings,of a/r/tography within
"*ttutiu"'
ings used in advancing our

stellation of RichgatË

that ultimately form an

embodied

heteroglossic sPace.

Background

British Columbia" Canada' as a
This study focuses on the City of Richmond'
as a
multicult*i "ity in transition. Since its incorporation
foundathe
formed
have
cultures
municipality in 1879,'pt"pf" ft"ti various
decades' the source of immigration
past
two
the
I;
thriving
tion of this
"ity'
from Europe to Asia'
to British Columbia-t'u' pt"io-inantly- shifted
the Canadian economy
offer
Immigrants from these "oo"ti"' and elsewhere
of the study, 'The citv
rftle
diversty.fhe
and culrure anorher,ñl;;;, to its
n¿'me 'Richgate' as
the
use
We
of Richgate', is often t"f"*Ëa to as Richgate'
for many Chinese and other
the Chinese translation of Richmond because
a
better homeland'
of
promise
immigrants, the city represents the
diasporic collective expeof
Safran (1991) ¿e,ciib"s the måin features

*rdú;*ing

or memories of the homeland'
riences as 'a history'oi ¿i'p""ut' myths
return' ongoing support
eventual
alienation in the host country, desire for
ofthehomeland,andacollectiveidentityimportantlydefinedbythisrelanroãdty intàrpreted' elemènts of
tionship' (cited in Ciifiot¿ L997: 247)'
of British Columbia' who have in
this description uppfvìã Ãany residents
with a
and displacement' and a connection
common a history
"iaitp"*ãi
erasure through the normalprior home which is sir-Jng enough 'tá resist
distancing (Clifford 1997:
and
izing processes of foÇttiãg, as'imitating
of loss' marginality and exile'
255). For these indiiiduali, experiences
co-exist

blocked advancement'
reinforced ¡y ,vrt"*"iit exploitåtion and
distinction, and discrepant
adaptive
in
with the skills of ,".uiuur, sirength
cosmopolitanism (Beer 1999)'
immigrant families' lrom diverse
The Richgat, n,oi*iio""s"il o" eight
period' and was guided by a pricultural backgrounds, over a four-year
be created with Richmond
mary questio.r' Wnãt artistic products might

the immigration experience in
residents engaged i., p'ott"t'examinjng
and culturally hybrid place? This
rhe cfty of Richmonå ãrãg"og.uphically
forward

What is brought
question was supported by another question:
and how is that culculture
diasporic
from a prior place i,, i--igtu"t or
tureandmemorytransfor-medandmaintainedthroughidentity,place
and neighbourhood?
opportunity t9-Tpi"{ alrltograThe Richgate project provides a unique
et al' 2006)' To be engaged
(iee
lrwin
phy, a practi."-¡ur"ã fá'- ofresearch
in the world through a
in the practi ce of alrltography means to inquire

process of artful
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Ersewhere

in the description of a/r/tography,
reference is made to
how
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Renderings as conceptual
approaches
A/r/tographv (Irwin u.rã
d" cÃiã"rïo+) is parricurarrv
we'suired ro
with n"ãinåir"'.ase srudy
merhods, we condu*ed
:i'åXî1t"rt""fltning

o have in

normalcd 1997:

ü;;#r"._nnecred

ãä¿r'"nar meaning,
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rerationar aesrherics,

can be torateJìn any

l3t

visual arts)
form of artful inquiry (e.g., music, dance, drama, poetry and
may
learning
and
aesthetics'
and scholarly writing. Relational inquiring,
a/r/tograof
community
a
represent thá work of a single a/r/tographer,
pfi.r, urra¡or an audience member's process of meaning making' Each
of a colîndividual/group informs the other and shapes the Ìiving enquiry
alrltograhelp
that
frames
Iective. In this way, renderings are conceptual
phers portray the conditions of their work for others'
'
connection
A rendering that has often been used in airltography is the
Metaphors
2005)'
Kind
and
of metaphor and metonym (Springgay, Irwin

emphasizesimilarityamongideaswhilemetonymsemphasizethecontigoity o, association between ideas. Metaphors and metonyms must exist

despite a loss of meaning and/or a realization of meaning.
emerge
This simultaneity of meaning reverberates as new understandings
and
with,
by,
negotiated
are
and shifts in awareness take place. Meanings

ii*oltuo.oosly

amonga/r/tographersaswellaswiththeiraudiencesthroughongoing
conversations,

A/r/tography resides in an interstitial process where encounters
true when
between plopte uoa ideas inspire learning. This is especially
as metorepresentations
textual
artful representations exist alongside
simply
not
does
research
nymic cõnversations. Thus, a/r/tographical
it
paper/presentation'
a
research
into
insert images (or performances, etc')
is
It
relational.
is
inherently
that
is a way of living, inquiring and being
condition for
here that we want to inffoãuce heteroglossia as a possible
the renparticularly
and
ahltography,
understanding renderings within
derings of metaPhor and metonYm.

sal.ntin(1981)usesthetermheteroglossiatodescribetheproduction
ofmeaningthroughmultiplevoicesengagedindialogue.Whilehistermis
limited to the writtet *oid, we have embraced it as a way of rendering
is not
exists in-between metaphor and metonym' Heteroglossia
that which

atropelikemetaphorandmetonymbutitactsaseach'both'andneither'
in à/r/tographic conversations within our research team. As
u, *å
"rrgug"
,octr we-pr"fer to enlãrgã hit t.t- to better reflect this rich in-between
these spaces that
space by lalhng it embodied heteroglossic sprrces' It is in
participants'
researchers'
among
and
place
between
cãnversations take
(dance'
themselves
arts
the
across
and
children,
public, teachers, school
ã.u-u, poetry, video, visual art, and multifarious texts)' Working as a collaborative research team, embodied heteroglossic spaces avoids a totalizing

movementtowardconsensusandvalidatestheuniqueembodiedartistry
and authority of each researcher.
of
Bakhtin uses the word. chronotope to describe 'the place where knots
where
space
the
or
250),
(Bakhtin
1981:
untied'
narrative are tied and
narrative events converge. For our enquiry process' the chronotope

(rather than fìndbecomes the active dialogical place where understandings
entitled embod'
article,
of
this
section
next
the
ings) emerge. For example,
learn from the
to
opportunity
an
reader
the
offers
iedheterogÌossic spaces,
way
to enhance'
a
as
voice'
and
approach,
image,
of text,
interrelatìonships
refute and/or extend meaning making'

critical to developing new meanings within

embodied heteroglossic
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Bakhtin suggests that in order to be involved in a dialogue, one must be
able to internalize and recreate or translate the 'utterances' - thoughts
given voice - of the other. Appropriation to us thus refers to the act of
reading, Iistening, or viewing the 'texts'; evaluating the seen and somatic;
coming to an understanding of the 'other' by connecting the 'presented'
to the selfs experience; and then using this new connection to generate

new understandings.
l connection
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Embodied heteroglossic spaces
Embodied heteroglossic spqces are exemplifìed

in the following five narra-

tives. These image/performance and text-based narratives represent individual and familial experience, researcher and artist expertise, and diverse
funds of knowledge that, when placed together in an embodied heteroglossic space of concentrated contemplation, create new understandings from
within, between and among the various narratives. we begin with one of
our participant's narratives, and follow with narratives developed from
the research team that represent an artist, a videographer, a dancer, and
a storyteller. We purposefully end with a teacher researcher narrative that
connects all of the narratives using the metaphor of gates and the metonym of Richgate. It is here that the power of embodied heteroglossic spaces
is magnified. As individual narratives portraying embodied heteroglossic
spaces are joined to create a collective Richgate narrative portraying embodied heteroglossic spaces, we begin to comprehend the richness of multiple
case studies within a single project. Embodied heteroglossic spaces exist

simultaneously and inter-corporeally within the qualities of a variety of
artistic languages and the variation of these qualities as found in particular
moments of time and space.

The participant-researcher
Mei Lin was born to a 46 year old mother in China, who was schooled in
Christian schools before the Cultural Revolution. Her mother was an
Engtish teacher and Mei Lin, too' became an English (ESL) teacher' In
1998, Mei Lin's desire to live in an English speaking country was fulfìlled.

participants,

She had dreamed of thÍs since being a small child reading books and hear-

elves (dance,
king as a cols a totalizing

ing stories of English speaking countries from her uncle and her mother.

rdied artistry
here knots of
space where

: chronotope
rer than find-

úit\ed embodrarn from the
y to enhance,

' heteroglossic
in relation to
rtistic 'texts'.
er and Cu Xiong

'It had always been a dream to go to an English country, because from the
boolcs you read you know so much about the culture and you always
dreamed to experience that kind of life. It seemed so mysterious, exciting
to me.' She had been a visiting scholar for three months in Ohio in 1996
,really love[d] American universities ... that openness and freedom.'
and
Tan Wang, Mei Lin's husband, was born into a family of artists' His
great grandfather was a famous traditional Chinese painter. Although Tan
studied chemical engineering at university, upon completion of his degree
he returned to his family tradition of art and became a highly skilled traditional Chinese art appraiser. He continued a personal art practice of painting in traditional Chinese style, keeping the family tradition alive.
At the age of 11, Mei Lin and Tan's daughter Crane easily learned
English within a few months when she immigrated to Richmond, canada
with her family. Mei Lin and Tan wanted crane to have an education
where she would not be a slave to school as she was in China. In China
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she left for schoor
supper.

at 7:3o in the morning and did not come home untir

soon after their arrivar, because of business comprications,
Tan chose
to refocus his business back in Beijing. This
meant Tan riving in Beijing
and Mei Lin being arone with crane for a good part
of the ieãr. It has
also meant that when Tan was in Richmond
doing rong ¿iiárr". uori
ness' he worked during the night, keeping
opposite hours with Mei Lin
and crane. The sacrirìce of living in twì prucãi
was diffìcurt torìr," rurrr_
ily' To give an exam-ple of Tan's rovi.g
despite having to leave Mei
Lin for long periods, Mei Lin teils the story
"à."
of tan ,enea.sirig th" drive to
the airport with her to ensure that she would
not get lost"on #;ui
home from dropping him off at the airport
or when picking him up. He
would also calì as soon a.s he thought she should
U" år.iuinlg ho.ne from
an airport trip. Mei Lin feers that Tan's Engrish,
which toJ, tÀ" beginning was not as strong as hers, rimited his assimiration
and business in

Canada.

Mei Lin compreted a Masters in Education at
simon Fraser university
after her arrival in Richmond but struggred
with confìdence anã reeting
part of the university curture. Her mothãr
had passed away befoä she reft
Beijing, but when her father died after they immigrated
her crose famiry
links to Beijing were lessened. she struggled
to reetã ,"rrr" or u"loìging to
Beijing or to Richmond. on difficurt eÃãtionur
days, Mei Lin often found
herself walking arong the south arm of the
Fraser River on the dyke, surrounding herself in the natural beauty of flowers,
*ut"., uoã fÉ""". O.,
one particularly hard day she rearized she
had alr her mut".iuioáe¿s taL".,
care of but she did not have work and she
fert a spirituar
io t
life' At her neighbour's urging, she attended
"Áptio"r,
".
a rocar christian
church and
developed, through the church, a sense
of community and purpose.
Both Mei Lin and Tan spoke of the importance
of christian varues that
they experienced in canada and misseå in
china. Mei Lin shared her
christian religious perspective: 'I think canada genera[y
is
,ìrv .i"ilized society' peopre are very caring at reast
they seem to care"for others.,
Mei Lin spoke of the importance of her vorunteer
work in Richmond. she
began by volunteering at crane's schoor, and
became active on the board
of the Richmond Art Gatery. she arso taught
ESL crasses at her church.
Each family member speaks of being boìh
canadian and chinese, with
homes in both counrries. They rove iLe curturar
big city o"iã-"rr, or
and thev equalrv rove rhe quier naturar beautv
l"iitlg
oiRict;;;d and
the friendliness of Canadians. Mei Lìn suggests
so I start loving this society. Love ... I think
the real point, the significance
of being here in canada is to rearn more
about the western society and of
course, that doesn't mean that you have
to totaty abandon what yãu *".e,
value, or tradition, no. At the same time
we should broaden our views or
experiences' That's signirìcance, the point
of riving here. If you are arways in
your own society, why come here?
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The artist-researcher
xiong Gu, a researcher in this project and an internationar
artist,

expìains his investigation of Richmond as an exampre
of transformation
and hybridization. Gu's ongoing research and wori<
deals with his own
family and the chinese participants' experiences of being ,immigrants,

within the context

of identity, place anã community: it links curtures,
geographies and diverse social backgrounds.
specifìcally, Gu is interested

in how families have struggred to understand their n",'
aaopt"ã t o.n"land, and, in a broader sense, the imprications of dual
curtures, of past
and present, that affect individuar identity. Gu attempts
to defìne a hybrid
'individual identity' through the trans-turturar prãctice
and everyday
Iife of new inhabitants of Richmond. To rediscover
oneself in terms of
human and culturar survivar under the conditions
of immigration and
globalization presents an opportunity for rebirth.
In this sensã, an immi_
grant is not only a new arrivar but arso a citizen
of a trans-curtural and
transnational planet.
The chinese-canadian population now makes up 65 per
cent of
Richmond's population. The city is a new chinatown I
a geågraphicalry
and culturally hybrid prace within a diverse community.
on Number 3
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The City of Richgate
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Figure 2: You are Here (Richgate Bus Shelters,
instalÌation photograph.
Richmond Cultural Centre, British Columbla.
G. Xiong, R. Beer, K. Grauer,
R.Irwin, S. Springgay, B. Bickel, 20OZ). photograph
courtesg

of GuXiong.

Road, the 'main street' of Richmond, chinese
and Engrish biilboards are
everywhere. The Richmond pubric Library,
with the rargest chinese book
collection in canada, caters to the chinese popuration.
t"r, rig.,.. i, a b.rs
shelter image created bV
including bilingual text, emphasizes the huge
fu,
local Library and curturar centre trraì rrousäs
Engrish and chinese books.
The 'You are Here' (Firyry 2) acknowledges
the intimate and social engage_
ments with the cultural dimensions of the city.
Peter Hall (1999) argues that signirìcanicurturar
changes have often
been the result of new ideas broughl from
outside a defined community.

.
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Figure 3: Side-by-Side [Richgate installation photo. Richmond City HaIl, British Columbia. G. Xiong,
R. Beer, K. Grauer, R. Irwin, S. Springgay, B. Bickel, 20071' Photograph courtesq of Gu Xiong.

Immigrant experiences have profound effects on ideas of community,
home, nationality and individuality.
The dramatic cultural overlap that Gu engages with in his metonymic
'Side-by-Side' images results in a captured moment of in-between-ness of
new cultural forms. In Figure 3, Gu provides a personal view of the relationship between two different cultural forces. Portraying his family before
immigration and much later, after immigration, illustrates that the shifting of difference, both economic and cultural, has become undeniable and
unstoppable. In this dynamic movement, a new hybrid inter-corporeal
space is created.

The Videographer-Researcher
Working a/r/tographically with a video camera, Barbara Bickel witnessed
the families in their weekly routines. Walking with video camera in hand,
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Barbara sometimes walked behind the families following their movements.
At other times she walked side by side with the families, talking as the
camera filmed from the space between them. At other times, Barbara was
in front as the family walhed towards her and the camera. For this researcher,

witnessing through a camera lens called other factors into the enquiry
experience. External sounds and space began to inform the documentation.
Bodily interactions with the environment toolç on an expanded meaning
when witnessed and recorded by the video camera.
The narratives in Barbara's videos extend a/r/tographic enquiry into
the physical reality of walking as an encounter of map making. After
repeatedly watching, listening, and retracing the video footage, the research
team began to theorize the Richgate project as aesthetic cartography
a metaphorical walking form of mapping in order to investigate the
relationship between public space, pedagogy, and community-engaged
art (see Bickel et al. 2OO7; Irwin et al. 2009). The cartographic process
rests on the premise that the world is measurable and that we can make
reliable representations or models of that reality. Maps usually consist
of geometric models of fixed points. However, as Smithson (1996) notes'
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although a map is a logical two-dimensional image, it rarely tooks like
it stands for. Instead of simply representing reality, maps are

Sats c¿
ready t

what

metonyms. In response to these thoughts, contemporary theories of cartography argue that map making is a creative activity focusing on the
process instead of the object of maps (casey 2005). This creative process recognizes the ways in which our bodies defìne sets of spatial rela-

tions that we use in orienting ourselves and in perceiving our
relationships to objects, places, and others. considering the creative
process of map making alongside the notion of walking, cartography
changes map making to a deliberate movement that occurs in getting to
know particular places and pathways deeply, rather than the kind of
movement that only involves getting from one point to another. A walking cartography provides an inter-corporeal civic pedagogy in which we
circulate through sets of accustomed, but ever newly experienced, pubIic and private pathways, retranslating perceptual information into

conceptual knowledge.
The everyday stories and pathways the participating families shared
with us paid attention to particular sensations, emotions and desires, and
they showed us how the making of our life stories is an ongoing process of
binding together inner and outer realities, Ioss and discovery. Navigating
daily rituals involves particular places and the movement of bodies. unlike
other objects, our bodies are experienced from both the inside and outside.
walking in our neighbourhoods reveals that our bodies are capable of
knowing beyond language, prior to language, and in different ways from
language (Ellsworth and Kruse 2005). Although warking as an aesthetic
practice (irwin 2006) is a symbolic mapping of the immigrant families'
experiences, there is also a profound materiality to the process,
The map making acknowledges the inextricable interdependence of
people and the communities they live in. As educators, as well as artists
and researchers, we see walking cartography as a topological and intercorporeal metaphor to the continuous experience of learning, which is the
experience of being invited into relation with things, people, and ideas
outside of ourselves (see Ellsworth 2005; Sameshima 2oog). Migration,
immigration, public space, pedagogy, and walking, a[ share characteristics with the processes of map making and art-making. They are all about
relationality across categories: boundaries and movement across fìxed
ways of knowing and thinking.

The dancer-researcher
Kathryn Ricketts, a professional dancer, performed Lugsas an interpretation of interview transcriptions involving several Richmond families. How
can an LUG (kinaesthetic interventions of [dis]placement and identity
stored in our luggage) serve as an embodiment or emblem of these shared
stories of identity/heritage and lineage? I(athryn turned to the patterns of

her Lugs as explorations of an arc of tension between points of arrivals and
departures. The arc invariably arrives at points of crisis, pivotal points in
the poetic narrative, and in the dancer's body. she aclcnowledges physical
and emotional imagistic reverberations and ruptures that stem from these
points, producing vital energy. This liminal space is charged with tension,
and produces what Eugene Barba describes as safs.
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Sats can be translated with the word 'impulse' or 'preparation', 'to be
ready to'. In the language of our work it indicates, among other things, the
moment in which one is ready to act, the instant which precedes the action,
when all the energy is already there, ready to intervene, but as suspended,
still held in the fìst, a tiger-butterfly about to take flight.

lf spatial rela:rceiving our

(Barba 1995: 40)

g the creative

Kathryn believes that in the instant that precedes the action, there is a construction of availability, a 'decided body,' a movement that is activated without chronological logic but rather with an astute presence to the moment.
David Appelbaum sees this moment as the súop moment where historical
knowledge is suspended and a revelatory opportunÍty is produced.
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to an end, the other opens. Between closing and beginning lives
a gap, a caesura, a discontinuity. The betweeness is a hinge that belongs to
neither one nor the other. It is neither poised nor unpoised, yet moves both
ways. It is this space that is the primary subject of my interest. It is the stop.
One comes

(Appelbaum 1995: 15)

in Katbryn's

.Lugs (see Figure 4), she always uses a suitcase - a metaphor of
the movement between here and there in the study. More than a prop, the
suitcase is an important part of the dance and, once opened, reveals an artefact as a catalyst to these stop moments. This artefact has ranged from an
old crusty piece of bread, a worn letter, coins, jewels or a small heliumfìlled balloon in the shape of a heart. Kathryn plays with improvisation
with mindful kinaesthetic attentiveness to each moment. Nachmanovitch
refers to this improvisation as 'the power of free play sloshing against the
power of limits' (Nachmanovitch 1990: 33). These kinaesthetic investigations are not fleeting documentaries of lives lived and lost, nor is the dancer
a conduit through which another story is told. Rather, Kathryn portrays
rhizomatic journeys of tangled and woven impulses that are both hers and
others. When she dances the words 'I was left alone at the station with
only your aromatic handkerchief as an artefact,' it is not the station nor
the handkerchief she dances, but rather the implications of these words.
The dance becomes an inter-corporeal metonym for her experiences.
In one of the Richgate Lugs, Kathryn uses a square piece of sod as a
metonym for the land of the heart. The sod represents a sense of place, like
piecing squares of sod to construct the yard, the backyard - the places
where we feel safe. In working with sod, Kathryn explores displacement,

families. How

delineation, here and there, cultivation and rawness, past and present,
contrivance and authenticity, and the notions of constructing identity
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A metaphoric and metonymic dialogue is fostered through the accumulation of moments between source materials, those who witness, and
the dancer's body as receptor. Memories may be provoked, feelings may be
elicited, and concepts may be revealed. Using dance as a physically rigorous, emotionally evocative, and personally liberating tool, a transformative
enquiry can occur by calling self into defìnition: identity and place are
intrinsically linlçed to values of our own historicity of home and community
(see also Bagley and Canciene 2001).
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The storyteller-researcher
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when all that was home was not physically present any more.2
For Kit, emergent themes of interest were formed in the telling and retellhonte

-

ing of stories.

When I(it returned to Sea Island with Ruth, they were much more
conscious of the images they wanted to capture and Ruth photographed
what was now the reality - 'No Trespassing' signs, empty fìelds, Iarge
earth moving machines where houses and gardens had once been, a few
daffodil bulbs that had managed to survive the destruction, bridge abutments and plaques, and road signs that spoke to the previous reality. Each
became a metonym for what once was yet now is.
At the same time Kit had been interviewing her only living uncle. Both
of Ifit's parents had recently died, and her uncle provided hpr with a video
of a television documentary on her parents' expropriation story. This was
a revelation to Kit as she had heard about the filming but had never actually seen the programme. For her, the inter-corporeal shock of having her
parents' images and voices brought back from 25 years ago compelled her
to edit and combine the photo stills from this research with her voice as
storyteller and clips from her parents' video. Subsequently, the images
from the DVD and Ruth's collection of photographs were used to make
what the team called 'The Grauer Gate' (Figure 5).

As with other qualitative resea¡ch, these
resea¡cher conversations were recorded,
t¡anscribed, and
re-read.
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Figure 5: The Grauer Gate (Richgate Exhibition, installation photograph. Southwest Normal Universitg,
China. R. Beer, G. Xiong, K. Grauer, R.lrwin, S. Springgay, B. Bickel, 2005). Photograph courtesy of
Ruth Beer.
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speaks to the in-between existence across time and space. Barbara's videotaping specifically loolçs at the in-between space of relationality between

researcher and participant, as well as the participant and local geographic
surroundings. Both Gu (the artist) and Barbara (the videographer) examine
the particularities of the familiar while questioning and negotiating the
in-between. Kathryn (the dancer) does this by ûnding arcs of energy within
the transøipts. Kit (the storyteller) fìnds meaning within the liminal spaces
of her memories, photographs, and important sites, not only for herself but
also within the study as a whole.

Embodied Heteroglossic Spaces:
lnter-corporeal and Interdisciplinary Engagement
Throughout the study, we used the metaphor of the 'gate' as a way to
think about the embodied heteroglossic spaces focused on immigration
and identity. The 'Richgate' project becomes a metonym standing in for
the complex array of narratives, while the individual gates metaphorically
possess the power to bridge and separate (see also Bickel et al.2OO7).
Looking at the 'gate' images, we are confronted with the simultaneity of
metaphors and metonyms, acting together, to evoke meaning. While the
participants and researchers experienced the power of metaphor as they
physically walked through the 'gates', they also experienced the power of
the metonym as they viewed and reflected upon the collective exhibition
of six 'gates' standing in for 'The City of Richgate' (as a project and as a
city). The visual and textual juxtaposition between these two tropes, and
the power of experiencing them physically, materially, and conceptually,
led us to appreciating an embodied heteroglossic space where the intercorporeal and interdisciplinary reality of participants, researchers, and
viewers exist through ongoing, relational, living enquiry.
Engaging in the development of each embodied heteroglossic space
necessitated an understanding of a larger projøct-based embodied heteroglossic space. In essence, the process ofaesthetic conceptual development
and the production of socially engaged art practices began with Bakhtin's
( I 9 8 1 ) notion of heteroglossia and developed into embodied heteroglossic
spaces. The research team used dialogue to interpret, analyse, and synthesize multiple narratives, and to create multiple visual/performative interpretations and representations of emergent themes. In so doing, embodied
heteroglossic spaces exemplify living inquiry within relation, as artist (a person who seeks to develop the art of their skills), as researcher (a reflective
and reflexive learner in process), and as teacher (a pedagogue walking
with others). It also exemplifìes the signifìcant pedagogical potential of
knowledge production that can be created by collaboratively working as
teams of artists/researchers/educators on research projects.
The artwork of the Richgate project addresses issues related to immigration and identity. It brings to light the singularity of experiences of people who settled in Richmond in the early twentieth century and those who
immigrated to Canada within the past few decades. Sharing stories of
immigration and identity formation may lead to better educational support and administrative policies. In this article, however, our focus is on
describing alrltographic processes that employ multiple emergent themes,
art-forms, and narratives within a single research project. Embracing the
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variety of understandings derived through the use
of metaphors and meto_

nyms' we suggest that.embodied heteroglossic spaces exist
simurtaneousry
and inter-corporeally within the quarities of
a vãriety of artistic iàng,rug",
and the variation of these qualities as found in particurar
-o-"rr, of time
and space. Both sets of quarities are essentiar to
an alr/tog.upt i. project.
Embodied heterogrossic spaces are inherentry inter-corp"orår
1s"e arro
Macpherson 2oo9) because there is an emphasis
on how ilr" uãav is rived
out and spoken about: 'being embodied is never a private
affair, but is
always already mediated by our continuar interactions
with other human
and non-human bodies' (weiss rggg: 5). Emproying
artistic forms of
inquiry automatically perceives the body as emboãying
r*".rro.y, emotionar,

kinetic, somatic, and aestheti"
(see utro su-"r-tima 200g).
"rrgug"*"nts
Moreover, recognizing the inter-corporeal
quarities of our lu.rgoug", movements, and experience is a theoretical inteivention
into Bahktin,s notion
ofheteroglossia and advances the notion ofembodied
heterogrossic spaces.
we would posit that other forms of qualitative research
wourd arso benefìt
from an exploration of embodied heieroglossic spaces
as a way of concep_
tualizing the interpretation and t"pr"rÃtufion of multipre
forms of'data
that include artistic interventions.
This article shares how diverse people connect through
complementary
visual/performative and textuar ou..ãfiu., and in
sharìng these connec_
tions, the audience is provided with pathways
to viewing, thinhing, rearning,
and constructing new knowred ge. nmø o a¡i a neter glo
o
slücrpor^ pîouia",ignificant possibilities for generative knowledge production.
It is ou¡ intention
to encourage lin-ks across comm,nities bringing
together artists, researchers,
participants, and audiences to engage in
stories of living whire acknowredging the multiple and comprex ways interdisciplinary
rãsearch m"-b"r,
influence knowledge construction.
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